DANSK MAINTENANCE GUIDE FOR NATURAL OIL FINISHED PRODUCTS
STYLE

COLOUR

FINISH TECHNIQUE

REGULAR CLEANING

OIL REFRESHING

Whistler

Coastal Sand

Natural Oil

WOCA Master Soap

WOCA Oil Refresher (White)

Whistler

Satchel Brown

Natural Oil

WOCA Master Soap

WOCA Oil Refresher (Natural)

Whistler

Warm Clay

Natural Oil

WOCA Master Soap

WOCA Oil Refresher (White)

Whistler

Carbon Taupe

Water Based Oil/Wax
(Hard Wax Oil)

WOCA Master Soap

WOCA Oil Refresher (Natural)

Whistler

Raw Umber

Water Based Oil

WOCA Master Soap

WOCA Oil Refresher (Natural)

Jasper*

Sand Dunes

Natural Oil

WOCA Master Soap

WOCA Oil Refresher (White)

* Jasper Sand Dunes purchased prior to December 2015 only. For material purchased December 2015 and newer Sand
Dunes see maintenance instructions at http://www.danskhardwood.com/installation-and-care/maintenance-care/

The following instructions are for Dansk floors with
Natural Oil or Oil/Wax finishes only. For instructions on
UV Cured Urethane finishes, please visit
www.danskhardwood.com or contact your Dansk
dealer.

DAILY CLEANING For regular daily upkeep of your floor,
a simple sweeping or vacuuming should be all that is
required. Use a vacuum with a felt or brush head
(without a beater bar) dust mop or sweep once a
week or more if needed.

Cleaning products recommended for Dansk Oiled
Finished colours replenish the oil finish and rejuvenate
the floor as part of the regular floor cleaning. With
proper maintenance, an oiled floor will last a lifetime
and always maintain its genuine natural beauty
without the need for sanding. Depending on the
environmental conditions and amount of traffic,
annual application of WOCA Oil Refresher is
recommended to moisturize and condition the Oil
finished colours. In dryer climates and on areas that
receive a higher amount of traffic, more frequent
application may be necessary to properly maintain
your floor.

CLEANING & RE-OILING
Natural Oil and Oil/Wax finished floors require
occasional cleaning and oil refreshing. How frequently
these need to be done depends entirely on how
much use the floor gets. For occasional light cleaning,
or when the floor appears dull or dirty, clean the floor
with the approved product listed above only.
Products containing alcohol are not approved for use
when cleaning Dansk floors with oil finishes.
Periodically, the floor will need to be treated again
with Wood Cleaner and Oil Refresher. This only needs
to be done to areas of the floor that are exposed to
wear and tear, and only when those areas appear
worn or dried out. In a typical residence, the floor may
need cleaning and refreshing once every one to
three years, depending on use. To refresh the floor
follow the procedures on the products containers.
High traffic areas tend to wear more than low traffic
areas. Refreshing oil products may be applied to the
high traffic areas only without having to re-coat the
entire floor.

CARE & MAINTENANCE AFTER INSTALLATION: Natural
Oil and Oil/Wax Finished Floors
IMPORTANT: It is highly recommended immediately
after installation your Dansk Natural Oil and Oil/Wax
finished floor should be cleaned with the products
above and then a treatment of oil refreshing with the
product listed in the chart above under “Oil
Refreshing”. This ensures complete coverage of the
entire floor surface and adds an additional layer of
protection to the oil that was applied in the factory.
Please follow the dilution and procedures for cleaning
and refreshing on the products containers.

Your hardwood floor by Dansk is made to last a
lifetime. Through proper maintenance and care you
can ensure its continued beauty and appearance.
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